The 17 keV Neutrino
Quest Continues With Improved Techniques

Confirming the existence of a 17 keV neutrino would represent the first evidence for a physics beyond the standard model with a breakdown of the electroweak theory predicting massless neutrinos (extended models propose Dirac or Majorana mass terms depending on the symmetry of the underlying theory). Evidence for the 17 keV neutrino was first reported in 1985 by John Simpson in the β decay of 3H implanted in a Si-Li detector. Six experiments in 1985–89 looking for distortions of the β spectra of 35S and 63Ni owing to the emission of the 17 keV neutrino then gave negative results.

In 1991, Simpson and Hime (working with 3H and 35S) and Hime and Jelley (35S with a Si-Li detector) then obtained another positive result, as did groups at Berkeley (14C) and Zagreb (14Ge) also using semiconductor detectors. G.G. Ross mentioned a preliminary report of another positive result — this time for 63Ni — at the 1991 LP-HEP Conference. However, Becker et al. at Caltech using a 35S source and a double focussing spectrometer reported negative results. Additional negative results were presented at the LP-HEP Conference by Bahran and Kalbleisch who measured β decay in 3H with an apparatus constructed of hydrogen-free material (to reduce distortion of the β spectrum by adsorption from the walls). Curve fitting spectra showed that a < 0.4% admixture of the 17 keV neutrino could be excluded with a 99% confidence limit.

Physics Heads Meet

Some so-called “mainstream” fields of physics (fission, high energy, synchrotron radiation, nuclear) have well established organizational structures while others (neutron scattering, high magnetic fields) are developing arrangements. Dr. K.H. Chang, Director of the Dutch physics research organization FOM, speaking at the meeting of the EPS Associate Members in Cracow last month, stressed how the historical “internationalism” of physics as well as political pressure for Europeanization call for new networks and large facilities. National funding agencies find planning within this framework increasingly difficult owing to reductions in long-term structural investments being offset by special short-term funding. Dr. Chang reported on a first meeting, held last April in the UK, of a group with the provisional title CEPCRC (Chairman of the European Physics Committees of the Research Councils) where physics division heads of national funding agencies considered mechanisms to stimulate multinational collaboration. The CEPCRC’s next meeting will be hosted by Germany.

Quantum Electronics & Optics Division

The 1991 EPS Council in Zurich recommended that the Quantum Electronics Division (QED) consult members to see if the Division’s name should be changed to reflect wider interests in meeting the needs of members belonging to the former Optics Division. Professor Peter Knight, Chairman of the QED Board, reports that, on the Board’s recommendation, the Division Business Meeting held in September in Edinburgh voted unanimously to adopt the name “The Quantum Electronics and Optics Division”.

W. Czaja (Ed.)
Synchrotron Radiation: Selected Experiments in Condensed Matter Physics

In this volume, 10 contributions describe selected experiments in condensed matter physics with synchrotron radiation, the subject matter at an international workshop held at the Centro Stefano Francini in Ascona, Switzerland, in July 1990. The experiments concerned magnetic properties, electrical properties of clusters, liquid metals and magnetic semiconductors, interface problems (Schottky barriers), etc. They demonstrate the enormous impact and challenge which lies in the use of a synchrotron light source in many areas of solid state physics. In another paper, applications of the new light source are discussed in relation with the determination of crystal structures. Finally, information on the properties and experimental possibilities of the new synchrotron in Trieste are given. This installation is one of the three new third generation synchrotrons now under construction and promises once again to enlarge the number of possible applications.